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The Last Stand

Very old trees offer a glimpse into our past and clues
to our future. But are they worth saving?
by Steve Nash
Jesse Overcash holds an old aerial photo up to the light -- a few square miles of southwestern Virginia
mountains, circa 1935. His finger traces an upfold in the blanket of forest, near a place called Griffith
Knob.
"You can look at the different textures here, and the density of those crowns of trees -- they're part of a
continuum," he says. The rarest part of it, in fact. A darker stretch near the bottom of the image suggests
the canopies of big, and very old, trees.
A career biologist at the Blacksburg outpost of the U.S. Forest Service, Overcash has a professional
interest in these relic forests, whittled over the last couple of centuries to wisps of habitat for a rich variety
of wildlife. He knows their value to science, and to the lumber mill. In the khaki uniform of federal
forestry, with a country-western twang and a taste for fresh venison, Overcash is no stereotypical treehugger. But he is not immune to the mystery and the melancholy of the lost forests of the mid-Atlantic,
where trees were 10 stories tall and as wide as two men lying head to toe. "The first thing is, I just like
big trees," says Overcash. "If I could come back, I would like to come back when there were forests of
them. Imagine seeing a 12-foot-diameter white oak!"

When Overcash's career with the Forest Service began in the '80s, there was little official reverence for
old growth, often referred to as "decadent" -- past its prime as marketable timber and overdue for harvest.
Two events nudged him out of the mainstream. The first was the agency's approval of a logging operation
in an old grove.

"I tell you what," he begins. "We cut a stand here just because we could back in '89 that irritated me to
death. It was some beautiful white oak. I said, let's don't cut this, and we did anyway. And from that day
on, it was -- all right, I'm not going to relent on this issue."
Around that time, Overcash came across boxes full of Depression-era aerial photos of national forest
lands, taken just after they were acquired by the government. Since then, he has mined them for clues
about where to find old-growth, or "original," forests that are often hidden among hundreds of thousands
of acres of comparatively skinny, brushy, younger forest in the rugged Appalachian uplands.
These ancient forests, which predate the arrival of European settlers, are mute reminders of nature's
dominance of the Eastern interior in what now seems a remote time. They evoke some nostalgia, perhaps,
and awe at the transformative power of human industry, which has cleared away nearly all of what was
once a borderless green ocean.
Old-growth forests -- loosely defined as those that have never been logged -- are also repositories of what
we know, or can yet discover, about how forest ecosystems evolve when they're out from under the hand
of humankind.
Preserving them is not a job for wimps. National and state forests have no shortage of claimants, among
them hikers, hang-gliders, ATV owners, miners, drillers and loggers, all of them ready to pull political
strings. Through a combination of perseverance, and passion, Overcash and a handful of other scientists
and self-schooled naturalists have been able to make old growth a more visible player in the competition.
"Everybody here knows pretty much what I'm about, and they've taken well to it over time," says
Overcash amid a sprawl of desks and file cabinets in a workroom at the offices of the Jefferson National
Forest. "It's been interesting. In a land management agency, being a forceful advocate for old growth has
not always been the most popular thing to do. There are definitely people who couldn't care less, because
to them it is just wood."
Even as he points at the dark patch of what he believes may be old-growth forest on the 1935 photo,
Overcash realizes that the sector of forest on Griffith Knob may have long since been cut for saw timber
or wood pulp. Still, National Forest annals show no logging activity on that side of the mountain.
Overcash points to the steep contour lines on a topographic map of the area. This terrain would have been
tough for loggers to get to.
This might turn out to be the kind of discovery he has occasionally gleaned from his boxes of old photos.
It could be one of Eastern America's exceedingly rare unlogged forests. Or maybe not. He'll be doing a lot
of bushwhacking to find out.
Similar ecological detective work is underway in Maryland for an inventory of old growth by the state
Department of Natural Resources. The information will be used in deciding whether to revise the
management plan for state forests in the next year or two. There is no such statewide survey in Virginia.

In the Pacific Northwest the last reserves of never-logged forests have been the ground of bitter political
conflicts for the past 30 years. There in spotted owl country, only about 5 percent of the original forest
remains. But until recently, the scattered examples of old growth that are turning up in the Eastern states
weren't believed to exist at all.
They nearly do not. Remaining old growth may constitute as little as .5 percent of the vast Eastern urforests that stunned the first European settlers.
Ancient trees are rare, but they're around -- there's a slender chance you might find one in your back yard.
Small pockets can be found at Turkey Run along the George Washington Parkway, at Great Falls Park, at

Arlington National Cemetery. Some chestnut oaks that may be 600 years old are a short walk from the
Blue Ridge Parkway.
But intact old forest ecosystems are far, far rarer. Their web of soils, streams and living organisms tells a
much more complex and significant story than individual old trees.
A little at a time, researchers have called forth a complex story from the few remaining examples of the
original Appalachian forests. The research has reconstructed the pageant of fire and disease, changes in
climate and mix of species, even the shifting chemistry of the air, through several centuries.
"There's no other annual record of environmental change sitting out on the natural landscape for 300 to
500 years, than trees," says Ed Cook, a dendrochronologist at Columbia University. "Nothing else like it
in the natural world."
This becomes apparent at Montpelier, the Virginia estate of President James Madison, where the scale of
the massive straight trunks of poplars, oaks, hickories and ash trees can easily startle a visitor. They pull
the eye upward, clear of limbs until their crowns effloresce against the sky. The farthest reaches of high
canopy soar out a hundred feet or more above, nearly lost to sight.
At midday in spring these vaulted spaces are mostly still, dappled shade. Only the occasional song of a
wood thrush and the mighty thocks of a pileated woodpecker part the silence. Here and there, the stumps
and husks of long-dead chestnut trees, once prized for their stubborn resistance to insects and decay,
quietly turn to dust.
No one knows why this 200-acre old-growth forest in Orange County has never been cut, sitting as it does
on prime farmland, laid out in the 1720s along the same low ridge as Jefferson's Monticello, 30 miles to
the south.
"But President Madison did have a kind of sympathy for the loss of forests," says Dan Druckenbrod, a
doctoral candidate in environmental sciences at the University of Virginia.
That sensibility, mixed, perhaps, with benign neglect, has protected Montpelier's old growth through a
long chain of ownerships. The oldest tree Druckenbrod has found so far, the battered ghost of a white oak,
dates back to 1712 -- that's 20 years before George Washington was born.
But there is abundant evidence that this is not just a museum. As Druckenbrod sketches it, the scene is
one of violent action, albeit in very slow motion. Push a couple of centuries of forest history into fastforward, and trees thrust up from the hillside like giant fists. Waves of fire, lightning, gale winds and
insect infestation roll through. Blown-over trees lever up Medusa-heads of clods and roots 10 feet across
and leave gaping craters.
The constant tumult allows light to pour through gaps in the canopy, stimulating new growth on the forest
floor. That creates a mix of old, young and dead trees. It also opens niches that offer feeding and
breeding prospects for a wide range of species that have evolved to make use of them.
But there's no such thing as a completely "natural" forest, in the sense of its being untouched by human
influences. Even without logging or roads, any Eastern forest has been altered by acid rain, ozone
pollution, global warming and a long list of human-introduced problem species such as gypsy moth, kudzu
and chestnut blight.
One symptom of such changes is the doubtful future of the cerulean warbler, a small bird about the size of
a goldfinch. The male has a black breast band and striking, silver-blue head and wing feathers.
Over the past summer, ceruleans -- denizens more or less exclusively of large expanses of mature forest -were reported to be largely missing from several of their usual nesting spots up and down the
Appalachians.

One season means little, but according to an annual federal survey, this species' numbers have plummeted
more than 70 percent over the past 35 years. That's one of the fastest vanishing acts among migratory
songbirds in the East.
"When a species like the cerulean warbler, which occurs over a fairly large area, is disappearing at this
rate, clearly something big is happening," says Jeffrey Wells of the Audubon Society's science office.
The signs of change are clear enough on the south side of Big Savage Mountain in Garrett County, Md.,
where old-growth expert Ed Thompson clambers easily among ankle-wrenching sandstone outcrops, snag
thickets, face-level cat briers, and hemlocks and sugar maples -- some of them 400 years old.
These are the ridges tramped by the great old Maryland woodsman Meshach Browning during the first
half of the 1800s. His memoir, Forty-Four Years in the Life of a Hunter, described this as "a country
abounding in the finest pine timber, together with oak, curled maple, birch and chestnut timber." He also
described a grand profusion of brook trout, bears, wolves, panthers, deer, otters, foxes, turkey and other
game -- so much game as to make the forests of the day sound downright congested, though Browning
alone killed (and ate) hundreds of them.
Some of those species are entirely missing today. The populations of nearly all are depleted. Only one -the deer -- is superabundant. But it is worth celebrating that a fair expanse of old forest has persisted,
mostly uncut, through a series of near-misses and several years of hard, even desperate, campaigning by
old-growth advocates in and out of government service.
As of October 1, two tracts totaling 4,400 acres on Big Savage Mountain -- much of it old growth -- are
officially protected state wildlands. It becomes clear during the hike, however, that these wildlands will
need more than just a ban on logging if they are to survive as relatively unmolested native ecosystems.
Much of what Thompson surveys has been severely overbrowsed by deer, even in the rocky places the
animals usually avoid, so there are no new, young trees. Without the long-absent panthers and wolves to
keep their numbers in check, deer populations are unnaturally high, and growing.
Among the boulders in a sandstone slide, he comes across bouquets of native hay-scented fern, prickly
gooseberry and clearweed layered like deep green frosting over the rocks. But there are also pockets of the
aggressive Eurasian weed called garlic mustard that were not here before, and they are obviously
spreading. It is one of a growing list of invasive alien plants, insects and diseases that are disrupting native
ecosystems.
"Some places that are very rich may have, say, a hundred species of herbaceous plants," says Thompson,
a natural heritage biologist for the Maryland DNR. "After you get garlic mustard and Japanese stilt grass,
you come back there in five years and it has maybe 30 or less."
It is cheaper and easier to manage natural areas by stepping back to let nature run the show. But they are
already so altered by human influences that the show threatens to unravel without active help.
Increasingly, old-growth advocates are arguing that patches of old growth and their ecosystems can be
kept intact only by surrounding them with a buffer of protected forests. In the mid-Appalachians, the
Nature Conservancy's national science staff has concluded that an adequately buffered forest would be
something like 10,000 to 15,000 acres. Those expanses are now found primarily in state and national
forests. Over time, the swaths of younger trees would become what advocates call "future old growth."
"The larger your area is and the more protected it is, the more species you are going to end up with," says
wildlife biologist Chandler Robbins, summarizing dozens of research studies of fragmented habitat. "We
need to plan for an increasing number of contiguous, maturing forests."
It's no surprise that not everybody thinks this is a good idea, or even a workable one.

After years of campaigning by environmentalists, Maryland Del. George C. Edwards, a Republican who
represents Garrett and Allegany counties, sponsored the legislation in 2002 that protected the Big Savage
forests. But that's about the last of it, he says.
"The heritage of this county is timbering and mineral extraction and those kinds of things," he says. "And
the feeling here is a lot of people down East would just like to put a big gate up around it and say we have
one big park and that's it."
The Bush administration made a campaign promise to put public lands "back to work," and has moved
aggressively to ease restrictions on national forests. Near Pound, Va., the Equitable Production Co. of
Pittsburgh has applied to drill 26 natural gas wells and punch in about 26 miles of road on federal forest
lands it leases in a roadless area, extremely rare in the Appalachians. The tract includes about 153 acres of
"possible inventoried old growth." A second company is preparing a proposal to develop natural gas on an
additional 877 acres within the same area.
John Mechem, a spokesman for the American Forest and Paper Association, details the industry's view:
"One of the problems is you've got all these environmentalists saying don't cut old growth, don't cut old
growth, yet there's no agreed-upon definition of what old growth is," Mechem says. He's right, if you
assume that the discussion shifts as environmentalists hope it will. "Future old growth" can mean any
forest where old growth might be restored, in time.
A trip to Crabtree Hollow within the Potomac Garrett State Forest in Western Maryland shows just how
tough it can be to protect old growth -- even when it's part of a DNR "special management zone," and, at
least for now, closed to logging. Two Ohio University ecologists have described this area of perhaps

several hundred acres in a research paper as "the best example of old-growth vegetation remaining in
Western Maryland."
On a recent spring morning, the entrance gate is locked, but a yellow "NO MOTORIZED VEHICLES"
sign has been torn away and sailed off into the brush. All-terrain vehicle tracks, gouged a foot deep in the
soft soil, lead down the slope, snake past the gate and head on into the forest, leaving waffle tracks and
long, deep mudholes.
It's not just the aesthetics, or the orchids and other rare species in Crabtree Hollow, that suffer. Botanist
Dan Boone, former director of the state's natural heritage program, says those big muddy tires are rolling
the seeds of garlic mustard, knotweed, stilt grass and who knows what other alien species right along into
the heart of what is still a nearly pristine forest. He points out places where they have already sprung up
along the margins of the road.
"We know we have one of the best old-growth forests in the mid-Atlantic here, and it doesn't have any
real protection," Boone says. "It makes you wonder, what's the point of the old-growth survey? So we can
identify more areas that we're not going to protect?"
Undeterred by such thoughts, Jesse Overcash heads up the spine of a no-name ridge, several miles back in
the woods from Wytheville, Va., navigating toward what might be the old-growth forest he discerned on
his 70-year-old aerial photo. If so, it will add to the several thousand acres of old growth he has confirmed
since beginning his part-time survey in 1989. Thinking that we may be the first of our species to visit this
ridge in a long time is a nice bonus. But here's a faint hunting trail, a cigarette butt and a sun-faded Old
Milwaukee can under a sassafras bush to dispel the illusion.
A mile over the ridge the shade deepens and the trail has vanished, though. No sane hunter would pursue
a deer beyond the abrupt drop-off, or plan on grunting one back up if he bagged it. Overcash goes sliding
and side-hilling. There are no stumps, no parted rocks hinting at dragged logs, no old roadbed.
And quickly, the trunks of great white, red and chestnut oaks, tulip poplars, cucumber trees, basswoods,
birch, Fraser magnolias and red maples loom ahead. Grapevine festoons the crowns of standing dead trees.
Maybe it was hard weather, the tough angle of the mountain, a dip in the construction economy back in
the '20s, the distraction of larger trees to cut nearby. One way or another, this remote place has eased past
the inexorable efficiency of our great national sawmill. The trees here, mostly oaks, are big specimens,
especially for such poor soil and steep topography. We pause to lean against one old giant, with a coonsize hollow and bark furrows as broad as a fist. Overcash uses a tape to measure another, a formidable
oak that looms downslope, and it makes him whoop. It's 43.7 inches in diameter, huge for an upland tree.
"This is the best stuff I've seen in a while," he says quietly. It may turn out to be a hundred acres or more,
buffered by a much larger, if somewhat younger, forest. Using a T-handled auger that squawks with each
turn into the wood, he pulls out a skinny core that gives off the strong, oaky fragrance of a high-dollar
chardonnay. The ring count approximates 250 years -- old growth for sure.
Overcash sits in the dirt and leaves, taking in the silent, massive girth of the trees around him. You could
size them up as a series of handsome straight trunks, each of which might yield a couple of 16-foot logs
for veneer or saw timber, he muses. You could see their potential as uncommonly good wildlife real
estate, with hollows big enough to serve as bear condos.
Or you might imagine this tree as a thing distant in time, with as many centuries in its future as in its past.
"Oh yeah!" he says with a laugh, bracing against the old oak to straighten up for the long hike out. "This
is definitely a tree of debate!"
Steve Nash teaches in the environmental studies and journalism programs at the University of Richmond.

